
  

 

MEETING SUMMARY                                          

CV-SALTS EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE POLICY SESSION MEETING 
NOTES AND RELEVANCE TO KRWCA – MARCH 29-30, 2016 
PREPARED FOR: Kern River Watershed Coalition Authority (KRWCA) 

PREPARED BY: 
 

Stephanie Tillman/Land IQ 

DATE: April 1, 2016 

INTRODUCTION 
Central Valley Salinity Alternatives for Long-Term Sustainability (CV-SALTS) is a collaborative 
stakeholder driven and managed program to develop sustainable salinity and nitrate management 
planning for the Central Valley. The goals of CV-SALTS are as follows: 
 
• Sustain the Valley’s lifestyle 
• Support regional economic growth 
• Retain a world-class agricultural economy 
• Maintain a reliable, high-quality urban water supply 
• Protect and enhance the environment 
 
CV-SALTS includes four working groups: 
 
• Technical 
• Public Education and Outreach 
• Economic Social Cost 
• Other (future efforts) 

ACRONYMS 
AID – Alta Irrigation District Archetype 
BPTC – Best Practicable Treatment and Control 
GSA – Groundwater Sustainability Agency 
IAZ – Initial Analysis Zone 
ICM – Initial Conceptual Model 
ILRP – Irrigated Lands Regulatory Program 
LSJR – Lower San Joaquin River 
NIMS – Nitrate Implementation Measures Study 
SGMA – Sustainable Groundwater Management Act 
SNMP – Salt and Nutrient Management Plan 
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SUMMARY OF MARCH EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE POLICY SESSION AND 
RELEVANCE TO KRWCA 
 Exceptions: As of now, exceptions will be a part (new tool) of the new Basin Plan. Exceptions 

are for 1) when the discharger cannot meet the water quality objective in any reasonable, 
practical, or feasible way, and ceasing the discharge would cause more harm than good, or 2) 
when the water quality objective is inappropriate and needs to be changed. Exceptions are 
different than alternative compliance programs, where water quality objectives are 
appropriate, but can only be met with alternative means and not immediately. Both would be 
new tools added to the Basin Plan and provide more flexibility for dischargers. 

 EJ demands: Laurel Firestone representing the EJ community is still pushing back hard on 
progression in CV-SALTS in general and demands more detail because of lack of trust. Wants to 
see more detail in cost/feasibility analysis of NIMS alternatives. The NIMS document lays out 
what it would take to actually achieve balance/restoration, but currently doesn’t have detailed 
cost/effort analyses. EJ also wants to see dischargers take responsibility for future DAC 
residents affected by degraded groundwater quality. Tim Moore agreed to this, but this 
direction by CV-SALTS should be monitored (in language of SNMP). Dischargers want to move 
forward and work out details later, in the interest of completing the SNMP and getting started 
on implementation.  

 AID: Alta Irrigation District’s approach is an example of how ag has taken leadership in working 
with stakeholders at a regional scale and has made significant progress, but at great cost to 
them in time, money and effort. Currently doing isotope studies to determine origins of nitrate. 
AID CV-SALTS archetype study results indicate that even in an extreme no ag scenario, 
degraded groundwater quality will take a long time to improve. These results are significant 
and relevant to the SNMP goal of restoration and the regional board’s perspective.  For example, 
they now have less trust in current calcs of assimilative capacity, rationalizing that they could 
get worse over time. Because of this, and because the results of the AID study are, as stated by 
the modelers, highly dependent on the input of the current condition of the vadose zone, which 
was modeled/provided under a different effort. This study has significant results and the 
methodology used to derive the vadose zone input should be reviewed. 

 Management zones and assimilative capacity: Management zones are assumed to be the 
same or similar to GSAs because it looks like that’s how they are going to work. E.g. East Kings. 
The smallest area that assimilative capacity will be calculated for (basis for allocation) will be 
the GSA, not a whole sub-basin (there are 41 sub-basins). This is relevant to forming GSAs and 
MZs, how they relate to one another, their size and location. 

TUESDAY MARCH 29, 2016 
Review of Draft Policy to Extend and Expand Regional Board’s Authority to Grant Variances 
and Exceptions – Tim Moore 

 (Note that Creedon and Palupa not in attendance today) 

 Moore presented exceptions policy draft in September and group gave feedback 

 Version presented today based on that feedback 

 Suggested that this is part of SNMP that could be changed relatively quickly with a few 
changes to text 
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 See agenda packet – includes background section that reviews current policy and CV-SALTS 
recommendations which are captured in new policy for Basin Plan amendment 

 Sunset date is currently June 30, 2019 – this was set so people wouldn’t walk away from CV-
SALTS if and when they got an exception 

 But now that development of the exceptions policy is part of the CV-SALTS process, there is 
no need for it 

 Could extend it or delete it; Moore suggested removing it 

 Board wants check-in periods, according to Chilcott 

 Disagreement about whether there should be check-in period, renewal date, etc. 

 Still have to decide what that would consist of (check-in) 

 Laurel Firestone expressed having no trust or faith that anything will get done (as promised 
by the permittee with an exception) without a more specific framework for achieving safe 
drinking water, salt and nitrate balance, and restoration (three goals of SNMP) 

o Moore pointed out that he has seen this model of exceptions work successfully 
elsewhere because the penalties for not complying with terms of exception are so 
severe 

o Tess pointed out that the exception would not be self-executing; the conditions of 
the exception would be part of the application for an exception 

o David Corey – we (dischargers) look at the policies we have developed and realize 
that we have a lot to do to comply; EJ looks at policies and tries to think how the 
system could be gamed. 

o Tess – when you apply for an exception, you have the burden of developing a 
program to show how you will provide safe drinking water, etc. We can’t write 
specific programs into the SNMP because there is no one size fits all solution 

 Exception includes both ideas that we can’t comply with objective right now OR the 
objective is inappropriate and it needs to be changed, not complied with 

 Discussion/argument ensued, as it often does at CV-SALTS, about how much detail we need 
to move forward 

 Nobody can remember why boron was recommended to be included in exceptions policy 

 Need to include fixed dissolved solids – another way to measure salts in different types of 
discharge (relevant mainly to food processors) 

 Moore reminded group – first you try to comply with WDR, then if you can’t you propose an 
alternative compliance program with a compliance schedule, and as a last resort if you can’t 
do that, you apply for an exception 

 Jennifer Cleary thinks that offsets = buying off a community (she has not been in attendance 
recently and the group has discussed the use of offsets, so not sure if she is privy to that 
information) 

 Exceptions are not permanent 

 Discussion about compliance schedules vs. exceptions – not resolved; needed Palupa’s input 
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 Discussion about allocation of resources and idea that SNMP is designed so that permittees 
allocate resources now to the most urgent need, then when that is taken care of, they 
allocate resources to find longer term solutions (balancing salt and nitrate) and when that is 
on its way, steps toward restoration can be taken (in accordance with three SNMP goals) 

 Firestone expressed doubt that one would get forgotten while doing the other 

WEDNESDAY MARCH 30, 2016 
Presentation - A Collaborative Approach to Regional Water Issues – Chris Kapheim, GM, Alta 
Irrigation District 

 See agenda packet for complete presentation 

 Started reviewing water management plans, strategic plans, how to address water quality 
problems at a regional scale, and new mission for AID in 1999 before any new regulations were 
mandated 

 Have spent a lot of time and money developing relationships with Community Water Center, 
DACs, etc. 

 Didn’t have much luck getting support from state level 

 Developing project that will deliver water to DACs, completed two banking projects 

 Not sure who will share costs yet 

Presentation – AID Archetype Study - Larry Walker and Luhdorff and Scalmanini 

 Started 2 years ago – should have only taken 1.5 years but waited for 6 months for data from 
CDPH 

 Purpose – establish MA area study example, test application of policies, data analysis methods 
and salt and nitrate management approaches 

 Provides foundational info, but doesn’t result in fully defined/developed MZ 

 SOW – identify boundaries/stakeholders, characterize MZ, develop methodology (see 11x17 
sheet in agenda packet), update archetype model, address salt and nitrate, develop short and 
long term strategies, deliver report 

 2 key boundaries – AID actual boundary and the model boundary, which is larger than AID 

 Includes upper, lower and production groundwater zones  

 Management scenarios – see chart on handout 

o Baseline 

o Scenario 1 – more efficient irrigation 

o Scenario 2 – Less N applied as per regulations 

o Scenario 3 – both – more efficient irrigation and less N 

o Extreme no ag 

 Model has 38 layers on ¼ mile grid 

 Showed results after 5, 50 and 100 yrs for Scenario 3 
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o Rate of change at is relatively quick at first and slows down over time 

o Current condition of vadose zone makes a big difference to model results, and how 
much you move the needle 

o Current condition of vadose zone was not modelled – it was an input provided by John 
Dickey 

o Assimilative capacity in production zone doesn’t change much at all over 50 years; in 
fact, gets a little worse 

 Extreme no ag scenario 

o Nitrate affected area moves over to the west because of clean recharge, less pumping, 
and lateral flow from W to southeast 

o Same with salt 

o Small improvement, but not as much as you would expect 

 It takes a LONG time to improve groundwater conditions even with “clean” recharge 

 Recommendations/lessons learned from study  - see agenda packet 

 

Afternoon – Policy Discussion 

1. What boundaries should we use to calculate and allocate assimilative capacity? 

 Moore – looks like MZs and GSAs are going to end up being the same – we could default 
to using those 

 Debbie Webster- concern is that in the north there are large areas of good water quality, 
and very small areas of poor water quality. If you use an area that’s too big, large areas 
will end up being responsible for poor gw quality of one small area 

 Palupa is concerned that if you use an area that’s too small, the system can be “gamed” 
because you could band together with others that only have good water quality – he is 
ok using GSAs but not smaller 

2. Compliance with SNMP goals – can SNMP be approved if safe drinking water is available 
and balance is achieved (or efforts are made to achieve balance) but restoration cannot be 
achieved for many generations? 

 Firestone wants analysis of feasibility of options in NIMS. 

 No answer to this question was resolved. 

3. Is there a threshold where compliance with Goal 3 is deemed unattainable similar to 
designation-de-designation for a salt sink area? 
 

 Palupa – there is a broad understanding that de-designation is forever, so from the 
Board’s perspective, it’s worth takin g along time and effort to de-designate something. 

 Creedon – makes her uncomfortable that we don’t know how to calculate what’s in the 
vadose zone (Land IQ note - which begs the question, how did LWA do it for AID and 
what is the certainty of the vadose zone N and salt input for the modeling?) 

 Question from yesterday revisited – if you have an exception, are you still polluting?  
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o Palupa answer – Short answer is no because you would theoretically not be 
impacting beneficial uses. Rather than saying it is or is not poluuting, we can say 
it is in compliance with the Basin Plan. 
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